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Overview
This report describes work completed by the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in support of DARPA's Rapid Knowledge Formation (RKF) program over the period from July 2000 to September 2003. The primary focus of the RKF program is to develop new technology to automate the task of transforming raw human-understandable information into encoded, machine-understandable information. The project described in this report addresses a central subtask of this task: converting natural language text into an encoded representation that can support computer inference. The technical approach taken in this effort is based on two key insights:
• First, we can make the translation task manageable by breaking it into successive stages of isolating information, then standardizing it, then encoding it, with each stage facilitated by proven components of natural language processing technology. • Second, we can gain leverage during the translation process by exploiting human interaction at a number of distinct points along the way.
Supporting this effort is a key technology component grounded in sentence-level natural language processing. Whereas research in natural language processing has encountered significant difficulties in handling larger units of discourse, much progress has been made in mapping natural language phrases and sentences into sets of underlying semantic relationships that can be usefully manipulated by computers. Thus, this project takes the position of treating sentence-level natural language as itself a suitable representation for information content. This position is embodied in the notion of natural language annotation, whereby natural language phrases and sentences are used to organize and describe the content of arbitrary multi-media information segments, facilitating subsequent retrieval of those segments in appropriate circumstances when their annotations match human-submitted queries.
In the course of the RKF effort, two significant accomplishments were attained. First, we developed a compact, graph-based representation for natural language that serves usefully as an interlingua between a natural language processing system such as START and external reasoning systems such as knowledge-based systems or knowledge acquisition systems. Second, we applied the graph-based representation by implementing an interface between the START system and the SHAKEN knowledge acquisition and reasoning system. This interface supports a suite of language-based capabilities.
The remainder of this report is divided as follows. Section 2 provides background material on the START information access system. Section 3 describes the graph-based representation of language and the "language-to-graph" translator we implemented as an extension of the START system. Section 4 describes the suite of language-based knowledge acquisition capabilities we implemented for START in conjunction with the SHAKEN system. Section 5 describes conclusions of the research. Finally, section 6 lists research publications generated during the course of our RKF effort, followed by a list of additional references cited within the report.
Background
Our START natural language question answering system has been in continuous development for nearly two decades (Katz, 1990; Katz, 1997) . The use of natural language annotations, first introduced into START in the early '90s, enabled a quantum jump in question answering sophistication. Natural language annotations are short sentences and phrases associated with various information segments to help computers understand content they otherwise could not analyze. This metadata describes, in English, the types of questions that a particular piece of content can answer. Consider the following segment, which contains both text and an image:
The largest of the volcanoes in the Tharsis Montes region of Mars, as well as all known volcanoes in the solar system, is Olympus Mons. Olympus Mons is a shield volcano 624 km (374 mi) in diameter (approximately the same size as the state of Arizona), 25 km (16 mi) high…
The following annotations may be written to describe the segment:
Picture of Olympus Mons
Mars' highest point Largest volcano in the solar system Olympus Mons is 25km tall.
START parses these annotations and stores the parsed structures, called ternary expressions (Katz, 1988) , with pointers back to the original information segment. To answer a question, the user query is analyzed and compared against the annotations stored in the knowledge base. If a match is found, the segment corresponding to the annotation is returned to the user as the answer. As an example, the annotations above would allow a question answering system to answer the following questions: Because START matches questions against annotations at the level of syntactic structures, linguistically sophisticated machinery such as synonymy/hyponymy, ontologies, and structural transformation rules can be brought to bear on the matching process. These technologies allow our system to answer questions with far greater accuracy than can be achieved with traditional keyword-based systems. For example, a keyword-based system would incorrectly return the above segment to a user in response to the following unrelated questions:
Are there volcanoes on the largest planet in the solar system? What is the largest volcano in Arizona?
Are all volcanoes in the Tharsis Montes region shield volcanoes?
The information segment about Olympus Mons shares many keywords with the questions listed above, yet it does not answer any of those questions. Instead of providing the wrong answer, START would be able to respond appropriately.
Natural language annotations can be attached to a variety of objects. Often, annotated segments may refer to a procedure in lieu of literal content. For example, the question "What time is it in Stockholm?" can match an annotation with a procedure that consults the computer's internal clock and time zone information. When the annotation triggers, START executes the relevant procedure; the result, typically couched in natural language, is then returned to the user. The current START system is augmented by a supporting "virtual database" system called Omnibase . Omnibase provides uniform access to an openended, large variety of heterogeneous information sources-databases, web pages, textual documents and more through a stylized relational model that casts information in terms of object-property-value triples.
Natural language annotations can also be generalized by grouping words in annotations into classes of words. An annotation "parameterized" in this manner can match a set of related questions, for example, "When was x born?", where x can stand for any one of thousands of famous people. Our Omnibase system has a gazetteer function that identifies "symbols" along with their class names, allowing START to connect symbols in questions with their class names in annotations. This process, in conjunction with our Omnibase database technology, allows a single annotation to potentially answer hundreds of thousands of individual questions, e.g., "Who directed Titanic?", "Who directed Casablanca?", etc.
Natural language annotation technology and supporting capabilities allow the START system to create a large base of knowledge from diverse sources, yet organize it and standardize it in such a way as to make it usable by computers and humans. Traditional approaches to this difficult problem have fallen largely at two extremes: either attempt a wholesale encoding of knowledge in symbolic form (e.g., the Cyc project (Lenat et al., 1990) or the ISI Sensus project (Knight and Luk, 1994) ) or leave the knowledge in its original form-often multimedia information-and attempt to organize and index it for general use (e.g., the World Wide Web, HTML and XML). START draws benefit from both approaches by directly encoding knowledge where possible, yet relying on encoded annotations of knowledge in other cases.
On a deeper level, START takes the position of using simple natural language as a representation in its own right-that is, as an encoding from which reasoning and question answering can be performed. In this respect, START shares an intellectual heritage and viewpoint with work in semantic networks (e.g., Quillian, 1969) , Concept Maps (e.g., Novak and Gowin, 1984; Novak, 1998) and restricted natural languages such as Ogden's Basic English (Ogden, 1968 ) and the ACE specification language (Fuchs et al., 1999) . START carries this ideology one step further, however, in providing an endto-end question answering approach based on the idea of language as a representationfrom free, natural language questions to standardized language questions, through matching to answers based on those questions, and finally to the generation of natural language and multi-media responses.
In 1993, START became the first natural language question answering system available on the World Wide Web. Since that time, START knowledge bases have been constructed to cover a number of domains, including: research and personnel at the MIT AI Laboratory, almanac-type information about cities and countries of the world, progress of the U.S. mission in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Voyager spacecraft's encounter with the planet Neptune, military capabilities and interests of several Middle East countries and related organizations such as terrorist groups, information extracted from an introductory biology textbook, an ongoing START exhibit for the MIT Museum, and NASA-generated information and FAQ logs concerning the planet Mars. Since its introduction on the World Wide Web, START has answered millions of questions for hundreds of thousands of users around the world.
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Summary of Results
During the initial portion of the RKF program, MIT and the University of West Florida conducted a Component Experiment to test the integration of START with UWF's Concept Map Toolkit software for the purpose of interactively translating natural language text to a Concept Map representation of the text. In the course of the Component Experiment effort, we designed an interface language between the two software systems, implemented necessary changes to the systems to accommodate the interface, added specialized biology terminology to START's lexicon, designed an interactive process through which human and computer can collaboratively translate natural language text using the combined systems, and tested the setup on a set of randomly-selected text passages from the biology domain.
The results of our experiment were very encouraging. The interactive translation process was shown to be quite robust, with no deviations from the "flowchart" of prescribed activity required during the test examples. Of the 36 sentences tested, all were translated in substantially correct fashion-many yielding Concept Maps with 20 or more nodes and links-with a total of 5 minor errors arising, largely due to human oversight. Iterative refinement of input text during parsing-a key component of the interactive process-was reasonable in its occurrence, with each input sentence requiring on average the composition of 3 to 4 "subsentences" expressing the sentence's content in parsable ways, and with approximately one repeated pass through the parser required for every two subsentences translated.
Following is a brief summary of work accomplished in the course of the Component Experiment. In broad terms, the Component Experiment was divided into three stages of activity: design of the START/Concept Map interface and surrounding translation process, implementation and refinement of the interface and process, and evaluation of the interface and process.
Design
Integration of the START system with the UWF's Concept Map software involved only a portion of each system's functionality. In particular, START's parser was employed, and the Concept Map rendering and editing functionality of the Concept Map Toolkit was employed. We chose a file-based transfer mechanism, whereby START's results of parsing were saved to an ASCII file for loading into the Concept Map Toolkit software.
START's internal representation is based on a form of concept-relationship-concept triples, as is the Concept Map software's graphical rendering of information. The key to interfacing the two systems was thus one of designing an intermediate representation consisting of concept-relationship-concept triples, but also including a specification of usage rules for concepts and for relationships. We designed such a representation by taking the following paragraph extracted from Essential Cell Biology (Alberts et al., 1998) , passing its sentences through the START parser, and hand-translating START's internal representations to a graphical form.
(Essential Cell Biology, Chapter 5, p. 155)
The biological properties of a protein molecule depend on its physical interaction with other molecules. Thus, antibodies attach to viruses or bacteria as a signal to the body's defenses, the enzyme hexokinase binds glucose and ATP before catalyzing a reaction between them, actin molecules bind to each other to assemble into actin filaments, and so on. Indeed, all proteins stick, or bind, to other molecules. In some cases this binding is very tight; in others it is weak and short-lived. But the binding always shows great specificity, in the sense that each protein molecule can bind just one or a few molecules out of the many thousands of different molecules it encounters. Whether the substance that is bound by the protein is an ion, a small molecule, or a macromolecule, it is referred to as a ligand for that protein (from the Latin ligare, "to bind").
We then refined the representation through further experimentation, bringing it to its approximate, final form.
In parallel with this effort, we sketched the interactive human-computer translation process and decided on implementation particulars: which platforms and software packages to use for running the systems, how to maintain lists of sentences awaiting processing, and so forth.
Implementation
To implement the interface, we modified the START system to operate in a special mode under which it would accept assertions (rather than questions, as is normally the case for START) and generate an output translation of each assertion as a list of node-link-node triples. The modified version of START was made to be accessible either through the World Wide Web or by running a modified Emacs session on an MIT Sun Workstation. An indexing mechanism was agreed upon whereby multiple occurrences of the same node in START's internal representation would be tagged with like numerical indices, so that the Concept Map software could detect these equivalences and avoid the generation of multiple nodes in its graphical rendering of START's output. The Concept Map software was likewise modified to accept an input file of node-link-node triples and translate these into a displayable Concept Map fragment.
Separately, START's lexicon of approximately 50,000 terms was augmented with about 2,000 specialized biology terms drawn from various sources, many within the Essential Cell Biology textbook. Following is a listing of these sources:
• the glossary of Essential Cell Biology (600 terms)
• the glossary of Microbiology Webbed Out (Paustian, 2000) (70 terms)
• examination of chapter-end material in Essential Cell Biology (100 terms)
• detailed analysis of the roughly 300 "Essential Concepts" listed in Essential Cell Biology (300 nouns and 90 adjectives) • a word-frequency analysis of Molecular Biology of the Cell, 3rd Edition (Alberts et al., 1994 ) (100 terms) • incorporation of a list of terms enumerated by the RKF project team at the University of Texas, drawn from an analysis of the text of Molecular Biology of the Cell, 3rd Edition (90 verbs) • application of an MIT-developed colocation-detection tool to the text of Molecular Biology of the Cell, 3rd Edition (110 mostly multi-word terms) • terms identified during implementation test runs of the combined systems (100 terms) • additional nouns and adjectives from Chapters 1-7 of Essential Cell Biology (150 terms) • terms utilized within a set of natural language annotations developed for the "Essential Concepts" in Essential Cell Biology (300 terms)
Next, in order to test and refine all aspects of the combined setup, we selected two paragraphs from each of the first five chapters of Essential Cell Biology and ran the sentences of these paragraphs through the combined systems. As a result of these processing runs, we made a number of modifications to the interface representation and START's lexicon, parsing rules and translation code. One such modification concerns the creation of new software that enables a human operator to inspect START's range of part-of-speech assignments applied to words and word sequences appearing in input sentences to the system.
Evaluation
Prior to evaluating the combined systems, we finalized our specification of the collaborative human-computer translation process and tested the process, its implementation and logging mechanisms on several test sentences. For the actual evaluation runs, we randomly selected 7 paragraphs from Essential Cell Biology, one paragraph for each of the first 7 chapters. We then processed the sentences of the selected paragraphs using the collaborative human-computer translation process we had developed, operating on a PC and using the following software:
• START, accessed remotely through a (Secure Shell) SSH connection to an Emacs session running the START system on an MIT Sun workstation • the Concept Map Toolkit running locally on the PC, with resultant Concept Maps saved as GIF files • an Emacs session running locally on the PC, used both to maintain lists of sentences and subsentences awaiting processing, and to serve as a buffer for START's output (copied and pasted from the remote START Emacs window, then saved to a local ASCII file for loading into the Concept Map Toolkit)
The remote Emacs session was designed to log all aspects of START's processing and allow for the insertion of comments regarding the portion of the processing that was external to START. The log files were then processed for the loading of step-sequencing and timing information into an Excel spreadsheet, where various statistical relationships were calculated.
Human-Computer Collaborative Translation
This section describes the process used to translate natural language text into Concept Maps. The process can be portrayed as a flowchart with individual steps taken by either the human operator or the combined START and Concept Map Toolkit systems.
Abstractly, the translation process is composed of a few main steps. The human operator initially reformulates an input sentence as one or more "subsentences"-sentences that capture individual assertions made by the sentence. Also, some grammatical simplification can be performed by the human operator at this point. Next, START is asked to parse each subsentence in turn. If START fails to translate a subsentence, the human operator may rephrase the subsentence or decompose it further into additional subsentences, or the human operator may create or alter a START lexicon definition before retrying the subsentence. This process iterates until START succeeds in translating a subsentence, at which point the output representations from START are loaded into the Concept Map Toolkit and displayed as a Concept Map. As a final step, the human operator may optionally edit the Concept Map to correct any errors he or she detects.
The translation process flowchart is given below. The process makes use of two working lists: "sentence_list," which contains sentences awaiting processing, and "subsentence_list," which contains subsentences awaiting processing. Important step sequences are numbered for easy reference, and brackets are used to indicate portions of the process that are described more loosely in English. Section 3.3 provides a detailed specification and examples of use for the interface language employed by START to convey its parsing results to the Concept Map Toolkit software. In summary, the representation consists of a list of node-link-node triples that conform to the following rules:
• Nodes are used to represent nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs • Links are used to cover:
• relationships between verbs and their arguments: "has_subject", "has_object", plus prepositions for indirect objects • fundamental semantic relationships: "is" (for equality, membership, and subclass relationships), "has" (for possessives and related constructions) • modification of verbs: "has_polarity" (for negation), "has_modifier" (for adverbs), "has_mode" (for auxiliary verb sequences) • modification of nouns: "has_quantifier", "has_quantity", "has_property" (for adjectives)
• inter-event relationships and other relationships: "has_method" (accomplished by means of), "has_purpose" (having as a goal), and all conjunctions and prepositions
As an example, the input sentence All organic molecules are synthesized from the same set of simple compounds.
produces the following output when processed by START in step sequence 31, above: As it translates input text to output representations, START provides a standardized treatment of several aspects of the input, including: verb argument structure, possessive relationships, class-subclass and class-instance relationships, referring expressions, sentential embedding, negation, modifiers, and quantifiers. START also assigns index numbers to nodes in order to indicate multiple appearances of the same node, or, as the case may be, distinct nodes that would otherwise carry the same label.
If START successfully produces an output representation for an input sentence, the output triples are imported into the Concept Map Toolkit software in step 321, above, where they are displayed as a Concept Map. One Concept Map node is created for each distinct node name provided by START (minus the distinguishing index number), and links are drawn between the nodes according to the links specified in START's output triples. For the example listed above, the Concept Map fragment that is produced appears as follows:
If the human operator detects an error in the displayed Concept Map, he or she may edit the Concept Map in step 3241, above, by creating or eliminating nodes and links. In the case of the above Concept Map fragment, there are no errors to correct; however, in other cases there may be a parsing error by START-possibly resulting in the incorrect attachment of a particular link-or a reference error in which two nodes should be merged into one, or one node split into two. The human operator may also reposition nodes and links spatially if desired during step 3241.
If START does not successfully generate a list of output triples for an input subsentence, the human operator may optionally create or modify a START lexicon entry or rephrase the subsentence before resubmitting a subsentence to START. START lexicon entries contain a number of data fields; however, for the purposes of this translation process, it was found to be sufficient for the human operator to supply the following information in step 331 (creating a lexicon entry) or 341 (modifying a lexicon entry), depending on the part of speech: Rephrasing a sentence (step 351, also possible in step sequence 1) involves rewriting the sentence with altered grammatical structure or substitution of terms, or possibly breaking the sentence or subsentence into component subsentences, each of which conveys some portion of the meaning of the original sentence or subsentence. During the evaluation portion of this Component Experiment, rephrasings were typically carried out in such a way as to preserve as much as possible of the original wording of the sentence or subsentence.
A Graph-Based Representation of Language
This section details the interface language used by START to communicate its results of parsing to the Concept Map Toolkit software. The section begins with a description of START's input-output behavior when translating natural language assertions to lists of node-link-node triples.
The START RKF Server accepts individual assertions in simple English and generates one of four responses:
• A listing of symbolic triples constituting START's output to the Concept Map software, as detailed below. • A message stating that a particular English term was not known to START, but that one or more close matches were found in the lexicon. The user may optionally select one of these alternatives in order to proceed with the current parse. (A close match is one that omits or adds a single letter or transposes two letters of a word.) • A message stating that a particular English term was not known to START, yet offering no close matches. The user must resubmit the sentence. • A message stating that START could not parse the input and asking the user to rephrase the input.
If a list of triples is returned, the list appears as a contiguous sequence of triples separated by carriage returns. Each triple corresponds to a node-link-node relationship in the generated Concept Map and consists of a left bracket character ("["), followed by three symbolic tokens separated by spaces, followed by a right bracket character ("]"). Elsewhere in the response web page or ASCII output there may be sequences that contain bracket characters, but no sequences in which brackets surround three symbolic tokens separated by spaces. Each symbolic token consists of a sequence of uppercase and lowercase letters, digits, hyphens ("-") and underscore characters ("_").
In the first and third token positions of triples, tokens may be given a suffix consisting of a hyphen followed by a non-negative integer. These suffixes are used to indicate equality between generated Concept Map nodes (e.g., "cell-3" in one triple is taken to refer to the same node as "cell-3" in another triple, and "cell-5" is taken to refer to a different node in the Concept Map). No tokens containing a suffix sequence will be generated unless it is intended for the suffix to be used as an index in this manner. Also, the suffix construction is optional: some symbolic tokens in the first and third token positions will not contain suffixes. In addition, all tokens in the second token position (the Concept Map "link") will not carry such suffixes. Elsewhere within each symbolic token, an underscore character is used whenever a space would separate the words of a multi-word English term (e.g., "immune system" is cast as "immune_system"), and a hyphen is used whenever a hyphen would separate the words of a multi-word English term (e.g., "shortlived" or "membrane-bounded").
To generate the output triples, START analyzes the input sentence to identify English terms, their parts of speech, and their grammatical relationships within the sentence. 
Links between verbs and their arguments
has_subject -subject of an active voice rendering of the sentence has_object -object of an active voice rendering of the sentence (indirect objects are cast using prepositions "to", "for", "of", etc.)
Example:
"The plasma membrane gives the cell protection."
==> [give-1 has_subject plasma_membrane-1]
[ 
Language-Based Capabilities for Knowledge Acquisition
During the latter portion of the RKF program, we applied our language-to-graph translator to the problem of knowledge acquisition. In this part of the effort, we constructed an interface between START (including the language-to-graph translator) and the SHAKEN knowledge acquisition and reasoning system . This section describes the integration effort and functionality created.
Staged, Interactive Knowledge Acquisition
At the onset of this research effort, we hypothesized that an effective way to bring automated language processing into use during knowledge acquisition would be to break up the knowledge acquisition process into a sequence of stages, interspersed with systemhuman interaction. We expected two benefits of this approach:
• The high degree of interaction can help bring human language processing capabilities and human judgment to bear in the knowledge acquisition process, and • Breaking the knowledge acquisition process into stages can help isolate functional units of the approach, which can aid in testing, debugging and modification.
Our initial hypothesis has been validated during the course of the research effort, and we have experienced both expected benefits as well.
Following is a graphical characterization of the major stages of processing in our integrated, language-based knowledge acquisition system.
Access external information and inspect knowledge base
Parse and standardize
Encode as KB assertions
Refine graphically
The first stage involves identifying the particular information to be entered and comparing that information to current knowledge base contents. The second stage concerns translation of an original text form of the information to a human-readable representation that is standardized in both form and content. This second stage is accomplished by our language-to-graph translator. The third stage involves translation of the standardized representation into assertions to be entered into the knowledge base. The fourth step involves human inspection and graphical refinement of the encoded assertions. Each stage may be further decomposed into substages. For example, the second stage, parsing and standardization, can be decomposed into recognition of terms in the input statement, analysis of the syntactic structure of the statement, transformation of terms to standardized terms, and transformation of syntactic structures to standardized syntactic structures.
In all, the staged translation of natural language statements to knowledge base assertions yielded numerous opportunities for system-human interaction. Following is a list of these interactions:
• defining new English terms • rephrasing input sentences • mapping English terms to knowledge base concepts • refining knowledge base encodings graphically • asking English questions • matching phrases and sentences to knowledge base concepts • attaching annotations to knowledge base concepts
A Suite of Language-Based Capabilities
Language processing can contribute in several ways to the knowledge acquisition process. In this research effort, we focused on three complementary capabilities:
• knowledge retrieval, in which the user inspects information already contained in the knowledge base or available from external resources, • knowledge organization, in which the user catalogs knowledge base contents and external information for expedited future retrieval, and • knowledge entry, in which the user translates externally obtained information into assertions which are entered into the knowledge base.
These capabilities can be combined in a number of ways during the knowledge acquisition process. For example, a user may retrieve existing knowledge base information, observe a missing component, retrieve external information, enter the external information into the knowledge base, add notations to mark the external resource for future use, and add notations to the added knowledge for future retrieval when related knowledge is added.
In all, we implemented five distinct capabilities for the SHAKEN system, using START and our language-to-graph translator. These are:
1. Annotation-based knowledge retrieval, which employs matching of questions to natural language annotations as a means of identifying answers. 2. Relay-based knowledge retrieval, which translates questions to resourcespecific queries to be processed by other RKF systems. 3. Match-based knowledge retrieval, which translates natural language statements into knowledge patterns that are then matched to specific knowledge base entries. 4. Annotation-based knowledge organization, which allows users to compose natural language phrases and sentences that serve to describe the content of information segments the user wishes to make retrievable by the START system. 5. Translation-based knowledge entry, which transforms natural language statements into system-specific knowledge structures by performing a series of partial transformations that culminate in the execution of knowledge-structure creation code.
For all five techniques, we additionally focused on designs that would lead to domain portability and robustness. Domain portability of the techniques was indeed tested as we converted the techniques from an initial application in the domain of biology textbook material to a subsequent application in the domain of Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB). In the course of this conversion, we identified four steps that must be taken in order to port the techniques to a new domain:
• We must insert new domain vocabulary into START's lexicon.
• We must insert SHAKEN concept names from the new domain into START's lexicon. • We must attach natural language annotations to a core set of background documents and resources for the new domain. • We must incorporate new SHAKEN question types into our Relay-Based Knowledge Retrieval capability.
Regarding robustness of the techniques, several features of the implemented, integrated system help achieve this goal:
• The capabilities complement one another and create synergies.
• The user may interleave use of the five language-based techniques with conventional SHAKEN processing operations. • All of the language-based capabilities are steerable through user interaction.
• In several cases, backtracking and iteration are used to facilitate successive refinement. • The capabilities include error handling for unknown words, misspelled words and unparsable syntax. • The knowledge retrieval capabilities can be augmented to apply to general resources outside the SHAKEN system. • START's operation is user-extensible, allowing users to add new lexicon entries and add new natural language annotations.
The next five subsections describe each of the implemented capabilities in greater detail.
Annotation-Based Knowledge Retrieval
This technique uses START's natural language annotation strategy to answer questions submitted by the user, possibly retrieving information from the SHAKEN knowledge base or external resources. In the operation of this technique, the SHAKEN user submits a natural language question, which is forwarded to the START system. If START is able to respond with the names of one or more SHAKEN concepts, then these concepts are displayed in the original SHAKEN window. Otherwise, a START dialog window appears, through which the user may inspect other answers returned by START, rephrase the query, correct misspelled words, and define new words.
The following is an example of the use of Annotation-Based Knowledge Retrieval to locate a SHAKEN concept. Here, the user of a particular Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) knowledge base has entered a question "How can a military unit be hindered?":
START matches the question to an annotation attached to a SHAKEN concept and returns the SHAKEN concept:
Next, the user may select the concept to view its definition within SHAKEN:
In a similar manner, the user may also retrieve background information related to the knowledge acquisition task. In the following example, the user submits a question about the circumstances depicted in the Attack to Reduce Bridgehead scenario.
Since the answer is not a SHAKEN concept, START opens a new window to display the answer to the user:
In the following example, START is used to retrieve general-purpose information from an external resource. Here, the user has asked for the distance between Atchison and Leavenworth, Kansas:
The next example illustrates a situation in which an extended dialog is required. START opens a new window for this purpose as well. Here, the user misspells the word "How" in the submitted question:
START responds with a dialog window that suggests a possible correction of the entered word:
Once the user selects the correct spelling "How", the processing continues as in the first example.
The following diagram shows how the Annotation-Based Knowledge Retrieval capability works. In this diagram, green is used to depict inputs and outputs, and brown is used to illustrate functionality. In the illustrated instance, the annotation "An aviation unit can hinder a military unit." has previously been associated with the SHAKEN concept "NewP#3Counterattacks". The user's question "How can a military unit be hindered?" is then matched to the stored annotation, and the attached concept is returned to the user.
"How can a military unit be hindered?"
"NewP#3Counterattacks"
START "An aviation unit can hinder a military unit."
Relay-Based Knowledge Retrieval
Relay-Based Knowledge Retrieval works in a similar manner to Annotation-Based Knowledge Retrieval, except that the retrieved information is not a SHAKEN concept, but a query that can be forwarded to SHAKEN to obtain an answer. This takes advantage of SHAKEN's built-in functions for answering certain types of questions and makes these question types accessible through natural language.
In the example that follows, the user has asked for subclasses of the SHAKEN concept "Follow". START opens a dialog window to request confirmation that this query may be passed on to SHAKEN:
When the user selects "Submit to SHAKEN", the query is processed, resulting in the display of SHAKEN's returned results to the user:
Relay-Based Knowledge Retrieval makes use of START's annotation-based matching functionality to match an incoming question to an annotation containing one or more pattern variables. The annotated object is a pattern for a query to SHAKEN, and bindings formed during the matching of question to annotation are used to fully instantiate the SHAKEN query pattern, so that it may be submitted to SHAKEN. In the diagram below, the matching variable is "CONCEPT#1".
"What are the subclasses of Follow?"
"How many types of [Follow] are there?"
Follow-and-Support Follow-and-Assume START SHAKEN "...CONCEPT#1's subclass..."
Processes the query using a special-purpose Q/A function.
"How many types of [CONCEPT#1] are there?"
Match-Based Knowledge Retrieval
For Match-Based Knowledge Retrieval, the user enters either a sentence or phrase, and the system searches for SHAKEN concepts that contain that knowledge fragment within their defined Concept Maps. START processes the input using its language-to-graph translator, then incrementally and interactively maps each term to a corresponding SHAKEN counterpart. Finally, START's parsed input plus the term mappings are sent to a matcher that scans SHAKEN's knowledge base for matches.
In the example that follows, the user enters a sentence "Something wipes out an armored unit." START applies its language-to-graph translator, then identifies candidate SHAKEN concepts for the verb and its arguments. Here, the user selects the SHAKEN concept "Destroy-Unit" for the verb "wipe out":
In a similar manner, the user selects "Armored-Battalion" for "armored unit", and three matches are identified in SHAKEN's knowledge base:
Match-Based Knowledge Retrieval is implemented as illustrated in the diagram below. START's language-to-graph translator standardizes several aspects of the natural language input and produces a set of node-link-node triples as output. The encoder then interactively composes a match specification for each term in the triples. Verbs, semantic roles and nouns are handled in slightly different ways. The triples plus the match specifications are sent to a knowledge base matcher that has been inserted within SHAKEN. The matcher handles six match specifications, listed in decreasing order of how much they constrain the values that may be accepted as matches for a term in the input triples. Finally, matched concepts are returned to the user. 
Annotation-Based Knowledge Organization
Using the Annotation-Based Knowledge Organization capability, the user may designate a SHAKEN concept to be augmented with natural language annotations and then supply phrases and sentences to act as those annotations. START will test the phrases and sentences for parsability, then associate them with the designated concept. The user may then access the concept through the use of natural language questions processed by the annotation-based retrieval technique.
In the following example, the user has selected the concept "NewP#3Counterattacks" and added a sentence annotation "An aviation unit can hinder a military unit."
The implementation of this capability is illustrated in the diagram below. START's parser is used to pre-test annotations for acceptability. The user is provided with an opportunity to correct unacceptable annotations. The Annotator then submits the annotation entries into START's base of annotations.
"An aviation unit can hinder a military unit."
((|hinder-2| |has_subject| |aviation_unit-1|) (|hinder-2| |has_object| |military_unit-1|) (|hinder-2| |has_mode| |can|)) "An aviation unit can hinder a military unit." ==> "NewP#3Counterattacks"
(updated knowledge base of annotations)
Parser
Annotator Pre-tests the ability of START to process an annotation.
Internalizes the annotation for quick matching. Links the annotation to the specified concept.
Translation-Based Knowledge Entry
Translation-Based Knowledge Entry is similar to the Match-Based Knowledge Retrieval, except that instead of creating a Concept Map pattern to be used for matching, START creates a fully-instantiated Concept Map fragment to be entered within the SHAKEN Concept Map for a designated SHAKEN concept.
In the following example, the user creates a new SHAKEN concept "BridgeScenario1", then enters the sentence "The tank unit takes the bridge from the artillery unit."
START processes the input sentence with its language-to-graph translator, then identifies candidate SHAKEN concepts to replace the verb and its arguments. The user selects specific SHAKEN concepts to use, and START completes the translation:
After the user has accepted the translated fragment, START adds the nodes and links to the target concept and returns it to the user. The user may then inspect the concept, edit the nodes and links graphically, add other nodes and links using SHAKEN's standard graphical operations, or add further nodes and links using the Translation-Based Knowledge Entry technique. In this example, the user first inspects the nodes and links, which have been added as a disconnected subgraph in the Concept Map for "BridgeScenario1".
The user then uses a graphical SHAKEN operation to connect the new fragment to the node "BridgeScenario1" using a "subevent" link.
The implementation of the Translation-Based Knowledge Entry technique is similar to that of the Match-Based Knowledge Retrieval technique, except that the matcher at the end is replaced by a knowledge "synthesizer" that uses native SHAKEN operations (ADD, SPECIALIZE, UNIFY and CONNECT) to create nodes and links within SHAKEN Concept Maps.
"The artillery unit is bombarded by the aviation battalion of the armored division."
((|bombard-1| |has_subject| |aviation_battalion-1|) (|bombard-1| |has_object| |artillery_unit-1|) (|armored_division-1| |has| |aviation_battalion-1|))
... + ((|bombard-1| |is-equal-to| |Attack-by-Fire|) (|has_subject| |is-equal-to| |agent|) (|has_object| |is-equal-to| |object|) (|artillery_unit-1| |is-equal-to| |Artillery-Battalion|) (|armored_division-1| |is-equal-to| |Armored-Division|) (|aviation_battalion-1| |is-equal-to| |Aviation-Battalion|) ... )
ACTION-FRAGMENT-#2
Parser Encoder Synthesizer Standardizes: verb argument structure, possessive relationships, class--subclass & class--instance relationships, referring expressions, sentential embedding, negation, modifiers, quantifiers.
Verbs: WordNet synonyms, domain synonyms, substring match, user choice Semantic Roles: KM's text-gen, additional mappings, default mapping Nouns: SHAKEN names, specializations, substring match, user choice 4 basic operations of SHAKEN: ADD, SPECIALIZE, UNIFY, CONNECT
Conclusions
This research has supplied two main contributions. First, it has demonstrated the utility of staged, interactive translation of language to knowledge for purposes of knowledge acquisition. Second, it has elaborated a detailed specification for an exportable, labeled graph representation for parsed natural language for use in knowledge entry, knowledge matching, and mixed-initiative parsing.
If we contrast the two major implementation efforts described in sections 3 and 4-the language-to-graph translator and the suite of language-based capabilities for knowledge acquisition-we see that we have addressed two slightly different parts of the larger problem of language-facilitated knowledge acquisition. The language-to-graph translator accepts reasonably complex input sentences-from a biology textbook-and casts them into a relatively shallow semantic representation, in which English terms are preserved as nodes within graph-based representations. In contrast, the suite of language-based capabilities for START and SHAKEN accepts somewhat simpler English inputs, yet maps them all the way into knowledge base assertions. The next step, then, would be to extract insights from both efforts in an attempt to translate more complex input sentences into deeper semantic representations.
The following example illustrates the operation of the language-to-graph translator. Given a fairly complex input sentence:
"The hydride ion carried by NADPH is given up readily in a subsequent oxidation-reduction reaction, because the ring can achieve a more stable arrangement of electrons without it."
The translator produces the following graph:
By interactively processing knowledge fragments in their original form-free text-the language-to-graph translator takes a measure of burden away from the human user in the initial stages of the knowledge acquisition process.
On the other hand, when the Translation-Based Knowledge Entry capability of the START-SHAKEN integrated knowledge acquisition system is used, the system accepts a simpler sentence such as "The tank unit takes the bridge from the artillery unit." and generates a detailed knowledge encoding of that fragment.
This takes a measure of burden away from the human user in the latter stages of the knowledge acquisition process.
To fill the gap between these two techniques, we intend to explore three promising approaches. First, we'd like to take advantage of technology we've developed recently to automatically extract semantic relations from free text, even when the text itself is beyond the parsing capabilities of current parsers. Second, it may be possible to exploit human interactivity to reconcile the sorts of graphs produced by our language-to-graph translator and the sorts of graphs produced by knowledge entry within SHAKEN. We hope that this might even be attainable by individuals other than knowledge engineers or subject matter experts. Finally, we hope to exploit the complementary nature of knowledge retrieval, knowledge organization and knowledge entry techniques to assist one another in the overall knowledge acquisition process.
Publications
The following articles were published during the course of the START Rapid Knowledge Formation effort. 
